Abstract Global climate models (GCMs) are routinely relied upon to study the possible impacts of climate change on a wide range of meteorological phenomena, including tropical cyclones (TCs). Previous studies addressed whether GCMs are capable of reproducing observed TC frequency and intensity distributions. This research builds upon earlier studies by examining how well GCMs capture the physically relevant relationship between TC intensity and SST. Specifically, the influence of model resolution on the ability of a GCM to reproduce the sensitivity of simulated TC intensity to SST is examined for the MRI-AGCM (20 km), the GFDL-HiRAM (50 km), the FSU-COAPS (0.948) model, and two versions of the CAM5 (18 and 0.258). Results indicate that while a 18C increase in SST corresponds to a 5.5-7.0 m s 21 increase in observed maximum intensity, the same 18C increase in SST is not associated with a statistically significant increase in simulated TC maximum intensity for any of the models examined. However, it also is shown that the GCMs all capably reproduce the observed sensitivity of potential intensity to SST. The models generate the thermodynamic environment suitable for the development of strong TCs over the correct portions of the North Atlantic basin, but strong simulated TCs do not develop over these areas, even for models that permit Category 5 TCs. This result supports the notion that direct simulation of TC eyewall convection is necessary to accurately represent TC intensity and intensification processes in climate models, although additional explanations are also explored.
Introduction
Global climate models (GCMs) are now relied upon to assess the impact of climate change on a wide range of meteorological phenomena, including tropical cyclones (TCs) [e.g., Knutson et al., 2010; Christensen et al., 2013] . Although insufficient resolution prevents GCMs from resolving TC inner core convection and maximum wind speeds, recent research using models with horizontal grid spacing ranging from 10 to 100 km demonstrates that many GCMs are able to reproduce the overall frequency and interannual variability of TC activity over the North Atlantic basin [e.g., Yoshimura and Sugi, 2005; LaRow et al., 2008; Zhao et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2014; Wehner et al., 2014; Zarzycki and Jablonowski, 2014] . For example, results from LaRow et al. [2008] demonstrate that a GCM with a T126 horizontal resolution (0.948) reasonably simulates the effect of the El Niño/Southern Oscillation on North Atlantic TC frequency beginning in 1995. Furthermore, recent higher-resolution modeling studies by Wehner et al. [2015] and Zarzycki and Jablonowski [2014] successfully generate TCs with wind speed distributions that better match observations. These results suggest that as resolution continues to improve, climate models may be able to better predict not only future changes in TC frequency, but also intensity.
The research presented here examines the influence of model resolution on the ability of climate models to simulate the physically relevant statistical relationship between maximum TC intensity and sea surface temperature (SST). Prior studies have tested the influence of model resolution on various metrics of simulated TC activity [e.g., Murakami and Sugi, 2010; Walsh et al., 2013] , however these studies do not address some aspects of the physical relationship between model-generated TCs and SST. Much of this previous research examines GCM simulations spanning several resolutions to compare TC frequency and intensity statistics among model runs. For example, Wehner et al. [2015] present the effects of model resolution on the ability of the Community Atmosphere Model (CAM5) to generate intense TCs and simulate inter/intraannual variability. As expected, the 0.258 version of the CAM5 generates much stronger TCs (including some Category 5 hurricanes on the Saffir-Simpson scale) when compared to the 18 and 28 model simulations. However, Wehner et al. [2014] note that model representation of certain large-scale features-for example, the notorious ''double ITCZ''-does not improve in the higher-resolution version of the model. It is possible that parameterization (rather than resolution) has a greater influence on some of these larger scale features. Similarly, Strachan et al. [2013] examine resolution effects for the Hadley Center's GCM and show that for this model, resolution strongly influences the ability of the model to capture TC intensity but does not appear to affect the frequency and spatial distribution of model-generated TCs. It should be noted that this result may be partially explained by the Hadley Center's specific model TC detection algorithm, which does not explicitly employ a wind speed threshold.
The present study compares the relationship between TC intensity and SST among four different GCMs with horizontal grid spacing ranging from 20 to greater than 100 km. We additionally examine output from two separate simulations by the same model, one run at 0.258 and the other at 18. Although others have implemented similar model intercomparisons, these typically focus on TC frequency and intensity distributions [e.g., Camargo et al., 2005; Caron et al., 2011; Villarini et al., 2011; Camargo, 2013; Walsh et al., 2013; Roberts et al., 2015] . For example, Walsh et al. [2013] examine resolution dependence of TC formation in different GCMs and Camargo [2013] compares TC frequency, geographic extent, genesis potential indices, and potential intensity in 14 different climate models. We wish to build on this previous research by extending model intercomparisons to also examine the sensitivity of maximum TC intensity to SST. Emanuel [1986] used the analogy of a Carnot heat engine to show that the theoretical maximum potential intensity of a TC is at least partially dependent on the SST. Later empirical studies [e.g., DeMaria and Kaplan, 1994; Elsner et al., 2008] suggest that increasing SSTs may be associated with increasing TC intensity, particularly for very intense TCs. Therefore, the sensitivity of maximum TC intensity to SST is a particularly useful metric for model comparison because it may yield insight into how well model-generated TCs represent the physical processes that dictate TC intensity. High-resolution models (i.e., models with horizontal grid spacing near 0.258) may be able to simulate TCs with intensity distributions that resemble what we observe, but do the strongest model-generated TCs form over the warmest SSTs, as is the case for observed TCs [Elsner et al., 2012b] ? Strazzo et al. [2015] demonstrate the ability of the Florida State University-Center for Ocean-Atmospheric Prediction Studies (FSU-COAPS) model (0.948) to reproduce the relationship between the theoretically defined potential intensity and SST despite that model's inability to simulate the observed sensitivity of maximum intensity to SST. The FSU-COAPS model successfully simulates the thermodynamic environment needed to sustain intense TCs, but does not actually generate intense TCs. Strazzo et al. [2015] speculate that this occurs partly because model grid spacing is too coarse to resolve the inner core and thus the maximum wind speed of simulated TCs. Strazzo et al. [2015] also find that the sensitivity of observed maximum TC intensity to SST is not statistically different from the sensitivity of observed potential intensity to SST. If model resolution explains the inability of the FSU-COAPS model to simulate the sensitivity of TC maximum intensity to SST, we might expect that the sensitivity of simulated maximum intensity to SST will approach the sensitivity of simulated potential intensity to SST as model resolution increases. Therefore, in addition to the sensitivity of simulated maximum intensity to SST, the research presented here examines the sensitivity of potential intensity to SST. This research adds to previous studies in several respects. First, we extend the results presented in to include two higher-resolution models (the CAM5 and MRI-AGCM) that successfully generate Category 4 and 5 TCs on the Saffir-Simpson scale. We also utilize output from two versions of the CAM5 with horizontal resolutions of 0.258 and 18. This allows us to test whether the ability of a GCM to generate strong TCs influences the sensitivity of simulated TC intensity to SST. Similarly, we extend the results of Strazzo et al. [2015] to determine whether the difference between the sensitivity of potential and maximum intensity to SST decreases as model resolution improves. Finally, we address concerns about uncertainty by estimating the error associated with the spatial tessellation methodology. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 summarizes the data and methods, section 3 compares the observed and simulated sensitivity of maximum TC intensity to SST, section 4 compares the observed and simulated sensitivity of potential intensity to SST, and section 5 provides a summary and discussion.
Data and Spatial Method

Observed and Simulated TC Data
As with previous studies, observed TC track data come from the National Hurricane Center's ''best track'' Atlantic hurricane database [Landsea and Franklin, 2013] . The best track data provide 6 hourly estimates of observed TC location, 1 min average wind speed at 10 m above the surface, and minimum central pressure. Because the 6 hourly data set does not provide the temporal or spatial resolution required for the statistical analysis applied here, we interpolate the data to obtain hourly estimates of observed TC location, 10 m wind speed, and forward motion. The interpolation method, which preserves location and attribute information at the 6 hourly observation points and uses splines and spherical geometry to estimate the interpolated points, is described more fully in . Finally, to match the GCM simulation periods, only TCs occurring during the 1979-2009 time period are considered.
In addition to observed TC track data, we use observed SSTs from the Hadley Centre Sea Ice and Sea Surface Temperature (HadISST) data set [Rayner et al., 2003] . For each grid point, we calculate the mean AugustOctober SST over the time period of interest. The observed potential intensity [Bister and Emanuel, 1998 ] is approximated using atmospheric fields from NASA's Modern Era ReAnalysis (MERRA) [Rienecker et al., 2011] . The MERRA data are available on a 1.258 by 1.258 grid. Although reanalysis products are not actual atmospheric observations, these data nevertheless provide approximate historical atmospheric conditions at the relatively high spatial and temporal resolutions that this analysis requires. We choose the MERRA data in place of other reanalysis products following results presented in Vecchi et al. [2013] and Kossin [2014] , which demonstrate that the MERRA product does not contain spurious negative trends in upper troposphere and tropopause temperature. For comparison, simulated model fields are used to calculate potential intensity for each of the GCMs considered.
Observed TC track data are compared to TCs generated by four different GCMs. All of the models examined here are atmospheric models and are not coupled to an ocean model. Instead, each model is forced with prescribed monthly mean SSTs from the HadISST data set. Note that the monthly mean SSTs are interpolated to at least daily values within each model simulation. The model simulations were developed by the U.S. Climate Variability and Predictability program (CLIVAR) Hurricane Working Group in an effort to understand the TC response to rising SSTs and increasing carbon dioxide concentrations [Walsh et al., 2015] . Although each modeling group also ran their respective models using uniformly increased SSTs and doubled carbon dioxide concentrations, we focus our attention on the historical simulations, which vary in the exact duration by model (Table 1) , but all fall within the 1979-2009 period. In the specific model [Mizuta et al., 2012] . With 20 km (0.188) horizontal grid spacing and 64 vertical levels extending to 0.01 hPa, it is the highest resolution model we examine [Murakami et al., 2012] . The model cumulus parameterization scheme, which is based on the Tiedtke [1989] scheme, is described in full in Yoshimura et al. [2015] . The TC detection algorithm, described in full by Murakami et al. [2011] , searches for a spatially and temporally concurrent 850 hPa relative vorticity maximum exceeding 2 3 10 24 s 21 , 850 hPa maximum wind speed exceeding 17 m s
21
, and a warm-core aloft. Additionally, each model-generated TC must persist for a minimum of 36 h. As with all of the models examined, we use simulated 10 m wind speeds for the calculation of the sensitivity of TC intensity to SST.
Output from two different simulations by the CAM5 (v5.1) are examined. One simulation uses a 0.238 by 0.318 mesh grid (referred to here as 0.258 grid spacing), while the other simulation uses a 0.918 by 1.38, or 18 grid spacing [Wehner et al., 2014 [Wehner et al., , 2015 . Both the 18 and 0.258 simulations are run with 30 vertical levels extending up to 2 hPa. For both simulations, deep convection is parameterized using the scheme described in Zhang and McFarlane [1995] , while shallow convection is parameterized using the Park and Bretherton [2009] method. The algorithm used to detect and track TCs generated by the CAM5 is the same as that presented in Knutson et al. [2007] . The algorithm searches for a spatially and temporally concurrent 850 hPa relative vorticity maximum of 1.6 3 10 -4 s 21 , surface pressure increase of 4 hPa from the storm center, and a warm-core aloft. TCs detected in the CAM5 must persist for at least 2 days and must have a maximum 10 m wind speed greater than 17 m s 21 during at least 2 days.
The GFDL-HiRAM features 32 vertical levels and 50 km (0.458) horizontal grid spacing, approximately twice as coarse as the 0.258 CAM5. The convective parameterization is based on that introduced in Bretherton et al. [2004] . As with the CAM5, the Knutson et al. [2007] detection and tracking algorithm is applied, although the requirement that model-detected TCs persist for 2 days is adjusted up to 3 days for the GFDLHiRAM. Similarly, model-generated TCs must have maximum 10 m wind speeds exceeding 17 m s 21 during at least 3 days.
Finally, we consider the FSU-COAPS global spectral model, which is run at a resolution of T126 (0.948) with 27 vertical levels [LaRow et al., 2008] . Deep convection is parameterized using a relaxed Arakawa-Schubert scheme, described fully in Hogan and Rosmond [1991] . The TC detection algorithm is similar to that introduced in Knutson et al. [2007] but with some modified thresholds. For example, the 850 hPa vorticity threshold is changed to 4.5 3 10 -5 s 21 . As with the CAM5, model-detected TCs must persist for a minimum of 2 days and also must have 10 m surface wind speeds exceeding 17 m s 21 during at least 2 days.
A comparison of the wind speed distributions of observed and model-generated TCs clearly illustrates the inability of the three relatively coarser-resolution simulations-the GFDL-HiRAM, FSU-COAPS, and CAM5 18-to adequately simulate the observed range of TC wind speeds ( Figure 1 ). In fact, these three models all fail to generate TCs with wind speeds exceeding 45 m s 21 (Table 1) . Conversely, both of the higherresolution GCMs generate some TCs with wind speeds greater than 65 m s 21 , although the MRI-AGCM wind speed distribution is much flatter than the observed distribution ( Figure 1 ).
Spatial Tessellation Method
Although wind speed distributions are useful diagnostics, they do not provide any spatial information. For example, are the strongest model-generated TCs occurring over the same regions as the strongest observed TCs? One of the primary objectives of this research is to understand whether GCMs that generate TCs with intensities exceeding 60 m s 21 are better able to reproduce the sensitivity of maximum TC intensity to SST compared to GCMs that do not generate strong TCs. As in and Strazzo et al. [2013b Strazzo et al. [ , 2015 , we use a spatial tessellation approach to spatially bin TC and SST data for statistical analysis. We begin by tessellating the North Atlantic basin into equal-area hexagons-hereafter referred to as ''regions''-and subsequently overlaying all TC track and SST data onto this set of regions. Observed TCs, model-generated TCs, and SSTs are all overlaid onto the same base tessellation. more efficiently cover TC tracks. Using this spatial tessellation method, we find the total number of observed and model-generated TCs that passed over a given region during the period(s) of interest (i.e., the per region TC count). For the analysis of each set of observed or modeled track data, we only consider those regions with a TC count of at least 15. The exception is the CAM5 18, for which there are no regions with at least 15 TCs. We include the CAM5 18 results here but note that they cannot be directly compared to the other models. Because the spatial distribution of TCs differs among models, the specific subsets of regions used for the analysis of each set of model TC data do not necessarily match.
Previous studies examined the statistical upper limit of per region TC intensity. For example, Elsner et al.
[2013] applied extreme value theory to the set of per region maximum TC wind speeds to estimate the statistical upper bound on regional TC intensity. However, as noted in Strazzo et al. [2013b Strazzo et al. [ , 2015 , this upper limit is often underestimated for regions in the North Atlantic, likely because of insufficient TC data. Given this, the analysis presented here instead relies on the per region maximum TC intensity, which is simply the maximum intensity that occurred over each region during the time period(s) of interest. Per region maximum TC intensity is a good approximation of per region limiting TC intensity for most regions of the North Atlantic [Strazzo et al., 2013b] .
With the exception of the CAM5 18, the overall number of observed TCs over the North Atlantic is generally well represented by the models (Table 1 ). In contrast, the spatial distributions of observed TCs ( Figure 2a large number of TCs immediately west of the African coast, whereas the observed spatial distribution is shifted farther west near the Cape Verde Islands. This apparent cyclogenesis bias may be an artifact of TC detection algorithms that possibly detect and begin tracking simulated TCs earlier than is done by forecasters for observed TCs. However, CAM5 0.258 TCs that form in this region also tend to recurve earlier than observed TCs, suggesting that the cyclogenesis bias exists [Wehner et al., 2014] . In addition to these discrepancies, the FSU-COAPS model (Figure 2e ) generates nearly all of its TC activity much farther south and east in the basin than is observed, while the CAM5 18 generates far fewer TCs than are observed. The CAM5 18 only generates 35 total TCs during the 1979-2007 simulation period, the fewest of any model considered (Table 1) . Similarly, the spatial patterns of observed and simulated maximum TC intensity do not match. Observed per region maximum intensity increases from east to west and from north to south, with the most intense TCs occurring over the western Caribbean and Gulf of Mexico (Figure 3a ). Once again, the CAM5 0.258 is the only model for which the strongest TCs also occur over the Gulf of Mexico, although this is only true for the westernmost region (Figure 3c ). Overall, regions with the most intense simulated TCs occur farther east in the basin than is observed. However, regions with the weakest model-generated TCs are located farther north in the basin for all models, which matches the observed pattern. ) for (Best-track; a) observed TCs and for TCs generated by the (MRI; b) MRI-AGCM, (CAM5 0.25; c) CAM5 0.258, (GFDL; d) GFDL-HiRAM, (FSU; e) FSU-COAPS, and (CAM5 1; f) CAM5 18 models. Each plot only includes regions with a TC count of at least 15 for the respective data set, except for the CAM5 1, which did not generate a sufficient number of TCs to apply this rule.
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MODEL RESOLUTION TC INTENSITY SSTBecause we will be examining the relationship between per region maximum intensity and SST, we also map the observed spatial pattern of mean August-October SST over the 1979-2009 period ( Figure 4 ). As with observed TC intensity, the overall pattern shows increasing SSTs from east to west and from north to south.
3. The Sensitivity of TC Maximum Intensity to SST
An Intermodel Comparison
We estimate the sensitivity of per region maximum TC intensity to SST by regressing the set of per region observed or modeled maximum TC intensities onto the set of per region mean August-October SST ( Figure 5 ). The slope coefficients from these regressions represent the sensitivity of observed or modeled maximum TC intensity to SST (Table 2) . Although per region maximum intensity is spatially autocorrelated, Strazzo et al. [2013b] used a spatial regression model to show that this autocorrelation does not significantly affect the sensitivity of maximum intensity to SST for the North Atlantic basin. Also note that to filter out simulated extratropical cyclones, all sensitivity values are calculated using only those regions with mean August-October SSTs of at least 258C (as in Figure 4 ). This 258C threshold is chosen because it effectively filters out the northernmost regions while also retaining enough regions to implement a meaningful statistical analysis. As reported previously by , neither the FSU-COAPS nor the GFDL-HiRAM captures the observed sensitivity of maximum TC intensity to SST. It is evident from Figures 5c and 5d that neither model generates strong TCs, and more importantly, the strongest model-generated TCs do not necessarily occur over the warmest water. Although the range of per region maximum intensities from these two models is much smaller than the observed range, our current understanding of TCs suggests that a statistically significant sensitivity to SST should exist for these model-generated TCs [Emanuel, 1986; DeMaria and Kaplan, 1994; Elsner et al., 2008 Elsner et al., , 2012b .
We now ask whether this discrepancy in observed versus modeled sensitivity can be remedied by employing higherresolution models. When we observe the regressions of maximum TC intensity onto SST for TCs generated by the MRI-AGCM (Figure 5a ) and the CAM5 0.258 (Figure 5b ), we find conflicting results. The sensitivity of CAM5 0.258 TCs to SST is 1.9 6 1.34 (standard error; s.e.) m s 21 8C 21 , although the sensitivity (slope) is not significant at the 95% confidence level (Table 2) . Of the models examined here, the CAM5 0.258 best captures the observed sensitivity, especially when compared to the lower-resolution version of the CAM5. Interestingly, the highest resolution model included in this study, the MRI-AGCM, does not capture the sensitivity of maximum intensity to SST. Despite generating TCs with intensities exceeding 65 m s 21 , MRI-AGCM TC intensity is not sensitive to SST. It should be noted that the MRI-AGCM does not generate or track very many TCs over the Gulf of Mexico. Perhaps strong model-generated TCs do not form over this portion of the basin because GCMgenerated TCs are not governed by potential intensity theory, although research presented in Strazzo et al. [2015] suggests that model errors associated with larger scale atmospheric features (e.g., the strength and position of the Bermuda High) may also explain the missing simulated Gulf of Mexico TCs.
It is possible that the MRI-AGCM fails to reproduce the observed sensitivity of TC maximum intensity to SST because it fails to generate or track TCs over the Gulf of Mexico-the warmest part of the basin. The track details of observed TCs may partially explain the very high observed sensitivity. Observed TCs that form over the central and eastern portions of the basin intensify as they track westward and often reach the Gulf of Mexico in an already mature state (although rapid intensification of TCs that develop over the Gulf of Mexico also occurs). To test the hypothesis that the lack of MRI-AGCM TC activity over the Gulf of Mexico explains the low-simulated sensitivity value, we reexamine the spatial pattern of observed maximum TC intensity after removing all regions over the Gulf of Mexico that do not contain MRI-AGCM TCs ( Figure 6 ). When we recalculate the sensitivity of observed maximum TC intensity to SST using only those regions shown in Figure 6a , we find that the sensitivity value decreases from 7.0 m s 21 8C 21 (all regions) to 6.7 m s 21 8C 21 (Gulf of Mexico omitted). However, with standard errors of 1.18 and 1.39, respectively, this decrease in sensitivity is not statistically significant (Figure 7 ). In fact, even if we exclude the Gulf of Mexico and the western Caribbean entirely, the observed sensitivity only decreases minimally and remains statistically significant at the 95% confidence level (5.1 6 1.55 m s 21 8
). This suggests that the sensitivity of observed TC intensity to SST is not highly dependent on the track details. Therefore, while model errors associated with the steering flow may prevent simulated TCs from tracking over the Gulf of Mexico, this lack of simulated Gulf of Mexico activity does not necessarily explain the inability of GCMs to capture the observed sensitivity of maximum intensity to SST. Additionally, the few model-generated TCs that do occur over this region do not reach sufficiently high intensities. The reason for this may be thermodynamic (e.g., simulated TCs are not governed by the same physics as observed TCs), or dynamic (e.g., the model generates higher vertical wind shear over this region than is observed).
Strazzo et al.
[2013a] note that although the GFDL-HiRAM fails to generate TCs with maximum wind speeds exceeding 45 m s 21 , the simulated minimum sea level pressure distribution better matches observations.
Given this, we also calculate the sensitivity of minimum sea level pressure to SST. We find that as with maximum wind speed, the sensitivity of minimum sea level pressure to SST is highly significant for observed TCs (214 6 2.51 hPa 8C 21 ), but not significant for the models (Table 3) . Table 3 provides sensitivity estimates at the 95% confidence level. Overall the GCMs do not reproduce the observed sensitivity of TC intensity to SST It should be noted that to estimate the sensitivity of maximum TC intensity to SST, we use per region mean August-October SST, where SST is temporally averaged over the relevant period (e.g., 1979-2009 for observations and the MRI-AGCM). We also tested as a predictor the per region mean August-October SST from the year during which the per region maximum intensity occurred. In other words, SSTs were not temporally averaged over the entire study period, but were instead matched with the year of the highest TC intensity for each region. Interestingly, the amount of variance in per region maximum intensity described by the nontemporally averaged SSTs does not significantly exceed the variance described by the temporally averaged SSTs. In fact, when we use the per region monthly SST value corresponding to the year and month of the per region maximum TC intensity, the amount of variance described by SST decreases. We speculate that this occurs as a result of TCinduced ocean mixing. Strong winds associated with intense TCs mix the upper layer of the ocean, causing cooler subsurface water to move to the surface [Price, 1981; Price et al., 2008] . Because it may take several weeks for SSTs to rebound [Hart et al., 2007] , if a region experienced a significant amount of TC activity or a particularly intense TC, then this could result in a negative monthly SST anomaly for that region. Because we are primarily interested in the climatological effect of SST on TC intensity and not the reverse relationship, we use the temporally averaged August-October SSTs.
Quantifying Error Associated With the Spatial Method
The sensitivity of maximum TC intensity to SST obtained in the previous section is estimated based on a certain set of tessellated regions. It is possible that the sensitivity value is partially dependent upon the specific configuration of regions used. For large regions, a slight offset in region boundaries could potentially affect the results. To quantify the error associated with the specific location of the hexagon tessellation, we generate 100 different tessellations using hexagons of the same size but with each tessellation slightly spatially offset. For each tessellation, we estimate the sensitivity of maximum TC intensity to SST for observed and model-generated TCs. An examination of the histograms of sensitivity values obtained using the 100 different tessellations suggests that the spatial method does in fact add error (Figure 8 . Per region simulated maximum intensity for the MRI-AGCM is shown in Figure 6b . Note that only those regions with mean August-October SST 258C are shown.
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MODEL RESOLUTION TC INTENSITY SSTsignificantly overlap is the CAM5 0.258. Overall, the distribution of observed sensitivities is flatter than the distributions of simulated sensitivities. Additionally, the sensitivity histograms for model-generated data all include zero. Although this exercise suggests that there is nontrivial error associated with the spatial method applied, it also demonstrates the robustness of the sensitivity results.
With the possible exception of the CAM5 0.258, the sensitivity of observed maximum TC intensity to SST is statistically greater than the sensitivity of simulated maximum TC intensity to SST. Furthermore, the sensitivities are not statistically different from zero for most model-generated TCs.
The Sensitivity of TC Potential Intensity to SST: An Intermodel Comparison
Previous results from Strazzo et al. [2015] demonstrate that although the relatively lower-resolution FSU-COAPS model does not reproduce the observed sensitivity of TC maximum intensity to SST, it successfully captures the sensitivity of TC potential intensity to SST. Strazzo et al. [2015] speculate that insufficient resolution was to blame. However, we have seen so far that even relatively high-resolution models do not capture the sensitivity of TC intensity to SST. Next we examine whether these models, like the FSU-COAPS, capture the sensitivity of potential intensity to SST. To test this, we find the per region maximum potential intensity, where potential intensity is calculated from reanalysis and model gridded data using Kerry Emanuel's algorithm (available from ftp://texmex.mit.edu/pub/emanuel/TCMAX/), translated to the R language by Thomas Jagger.
Overall, the spatial patterns of simulated potential intensity match the spatial pattern of observed potential intensity, where observed potential intensity refers to values obtained using reanalysis atmospheric fields ( Figure 9 ). When we examine the per region difference in observed and simulated potential intensity, we find that the differences are not consistent among the models (Figure 10 ). For example, the MRI-AGCM tends to underestimate potential intensity while the remaining models tend to overestimate potential intensity. The FSU-COAPS model overestimates potential intensity by as much as 9.69 m s 21 while the MRI-AGCM underestimates potential intensity by as much as 4.15 m s 21 . Despite these differences in per region values, the simulated patterns of potential intensity better match the observed pattern.
Next we calculate the sensitivity of potential intensity to SST by regressing the set of per region maximum potential intensities onto the set of per region mean August-October SSTs (Figure 11 ). For a more direct comparison with the sensitivity of maximum intensity to SST, we calculate the sensitivity of potential intensity to SST using only those regions with mean August-October SST of at least 258C. As demonstrated in Strazzo et al. [2015] , the observed sensitivity of maximum intensity to SST nearly matches the observed sensitivity of potential intensity to SST. In other words, the most intense The second column provides the sensitivity of minimum sea level pressure to SST while the third column provides the 95% confidence interval (C.I.) on this estimate. Sensitivity estimates have units of hPa/8C warming. For each model, the per region minimum sea level pressure intensity represents the minimum sea level pressure for each region over the simulation time periods given in Table 1 . Additionally, only those regions with mean August-October SST 258C are used in the regressions.
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observed TCs form where we might expect on the basis of potential intensity theory. Interestingly, all of the models reproduce the observed sensitivity of potential intensity to SST relatively well (Table 4) . Even the MRI-AGCM, which generally underestimates potential intensity (Figure 10 ), manages to capture the sensitivity of potential intensity to SST. Regardless of horizontal resolution, the models generate the environment necessary for the formation of strong TCs over the correct portions of the basin. Despite this, strong simulated TCs either do not form (CAM5 18, FSU-COAPS, and GFDL-HiRAM) or do not form where we might expect them to form on the basis of potential intensity theory (MRI-AGCM and to a lesser degree, CAM5 0.258). Although the higher-resolution climate models yield more category 4 and 5 TCs, we find that the strongest of these storms do not necessarily form over regions with high simulated potential intensityregions where the climatological thermodynamic conditions support the formation of strong TCs. This contrasts with observed TCs, which are generally most intense over regions with the highest potential intensity.
Although the explanation for this discrepancy is not certain, it may be a result of model parameterizations that do not adequately represent TC inner core physics. This explanation would support the idea that model resolution on the order of 1 km is required to resolve TC convection and core physics [Chen et al., 2007] . The discrepancy between observed and simulated sensitivity also may be explained by errors in simulated environmental conditions (e.g., vertical wind shear, vorticity) that are thought to influence TC intensity [DeMaria, 1996; Wong and Chan, 2004] . Indeed, we find that the CAM5 18, the FSU-COAPS, and the MRI GCMs all tend to simulate higher August-October mean vertical wind shear over the Gulf of Mexico than is present in the MERRA data ( Figure 12 ). It is possible that deficiencies in dynamical model fields play a role in inhibiting TC intensity over the Gulf of Mexico, although it should be noted that FSU-COAPS climatological vertical wind shear is actually higher over regions with the highest simulated maximum intensities.
Interestingly, none of the GCM simulations yield a statistically significant relationship between per region maximum intensity and vertical wind shear. Conversely, per region observed maximum intensity decreases by 1.5 6 0.556 m s 21 for every 1 m s 21 increase in vertical wind shear. Although the models fail to reproduce the sensitivity of TC intensity to wind shear, they successfully capture the strong negative correlation between wind shear and SST. Regions with the warmest SSTs also are on average those regions with the lowest observed and simulated wind shear values. Research by Kossin and Vimont [2007] and Vimont and Kossin [2007] suggests that these covarying relationships among SST and other environmental variables (e.g., wind shear, relative humidity, static stability) modulate North Atlantic TC activity. Despite capturing the observed correlation between wind shear and SST, the models still fail to simulate stronger TCs in those environments that are more favorable (at least in terms of shear and SST) for intense TCs. Additional 
Summary and Discussion
Previous research demonstrated the inability of two climate models to capture the observed sensitivity of maximum TC intensity to SST; however, it remained unclear whether higher model resolution would improve the simulated sensitivity. Given this need to better understand the influence of resolution on the ability of GCMs to simulate the physically relevant relationship between maximum TC intensity and SST, we expand upon previous research by examining the sensitivity for two higher-resolution GCMs and one additional lower-resolution GCM. In addition to the 50 km resolution GFDL-HiRAM and 0.948 resolution FSU-COAPS models, we estimate the sensitivity of maximum TC intensity to SST for model-generated TCs from the 0.258 CAM5, the 20 km MRI-AGCM, and the 18 CAM5. Results suggest that while increasing model resolution does permit the development of higher intensity model-generated TCs, the statistical relationship between simulated maximum TC intensity and SST does not necessarily improve. For example, the highest-resolution model considered here-the MRI-AGCM-does not reproduce the observed sensitivity of maximum intensity to SST. Although neither the CAM5 0.258 nor the MRI-AGCM yield statistically significant sensitivity values at the 95% confidence level, the sensitivity values for the CAM5 0.258 are significant at the 90% confidence level. Because both versions of the CAM5 have essentially the same large-scale monthly climatology and use the same parameterization schemes, the increased sensitivity of the CAM5 0.258 compared to the CAM5 18 is likely due to improved resolution. Therefore, there is reason to be hopeful that improving model resolution may yield more realistic simulated TCs, even for models that parameterize many of the processes associated with TC intensification.
An examination of the spatial distributions of simulated TC activity reveals that the models are unable to reproduce the observed spatial pattern of TCs. Importantly, the MRI-AGCM, GFDL-HiRAM, and FSU-COAPS Strazzo et al. [2015] suggest that model errors in larger scale features are partially to blame. Manganello et al. [2012] attribute the inability of the ECMWF integrated forecast system to capture the observed spatial distribution of TC activity to model errors in the large-scale environmental conditions. Furthermore, they show that these errors tend to be fairly consistent regardless of the resolution used for the model run. However, we find that the observed sensitivity of TC maximum intensity to SST for only those regions outside of the Gulf of Mexico is not statistically different from the observed sensitivity calculated using all regions. This suggests that while model errors associated with large-scale atmospheric features may be important for determining whether model-generated TCs track over the Gulf of Mexico, these errors do not fully explain the inability of GCMs to capture the sensitivity of observed TC intensity to SST.
We also estimate error associated with the spatial tessellation method to better understand the statistical significance of our results. We find that the specific location of the hexagon tessellation impacts the sensitivity of per region maximum intensity to SST. Observed sensitivities range from 3 to 11 m s 21 8C 21 , while the simulated sensitivities include zero for every model. This supports the conclusion that observed maximum TC intensity is significantly sensitive to SST while modeled maximum TC intensity is not. Note that error associated with region size is not addressed here. Small changes to the region size likely have a similar effect on the sensitivity as shifts in the tessellation location. We are limited in how much region size may be altered as we must balance (a) having sufficient TC data per region, and (b) having enough regions with which to generate a regression. SST is shown in units of 8C. For each regression, only regions with at least 15 TCs are used, with the exception of the CAM5 18, which generated too few TCs to apply this rule. Additionally, only those regions with mean August-October SST 258C are used in the regressions. 
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Finally, we expand upon the results presented in Strazzo et al. [2015] and compare the sensitivity of observed and simulated potential intensity for all five model configurations at our disposal. Results indicate the models reproduce the observed spatial pattern and sensitivity of per region maximum potential intensity to SST very well. Regions with high observed and simulated potential intensity correspond to regions with high mean August-October SST. The most intense observed TCs tend to form over regions with the highest potential intensity. Conversely, we find that the most intense simulated TCs do not necessarily form over regions with the highest simulated potential intensity, regardless of model resolution. We show that the FSU-COAPS model over-predicts vertical wind shear over the portions of the basin with the highest observed intensities, which may influence the frequency and intensity of simulated TCs over this region. Therefore, it is possible that the discrepancy between simulated maximum TC intensity and potential intensity results from model errors in the relevant atmospheric fields. On the other hand, the explanation may be related to the inability of GCMs to capture TC inner core thermodynamic processes. , and even if the model reasonably simulates potential intensity, it may not necessarily capture the sensitivity of maximum intensity to SST. There are numerous factors that may influence this sensitivity. For example, several studies investigate the influence of the parameterization scheme on simulated TC activity [e.g., Knutson and Tuleya, 2004; Reed and Jablonowski, 2011; Kim et al., 2012; Zhao et al., 2012; Lim et al., 2015] . As noted previously, besides the two versions of the CAM5, each of the models we examine utilizes different convective parameterizations, which may affect the simulation results. Additionally, the algorithms used to detect and track TCs in the model fields vary among the models. As demonstrated in Horn et al. [2014] , model simulation results are often sensitive to differences in the duration threshold, which ranges from 36 to 72 h for the models used in this study. It is possible that we filtered out this tracker effect by considering only the strongest TCs (i.e., those that are most likely to be detected regardless of the selected tracking algorithm). Regardless, future research is necessary to identify which of these factors most strongly influences a climate model's ability to capture the sensitivity of maximum TC intensity to SST.
